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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues, 

The exploration of venoms and their selected components
—resulting from decades of evolution—have revealed
dozens of therapeutically active and promising drug
candidates. This exploration has implied various technical
approaches, among which proteomics, transcriptomics,
and bioinformatics are today in pole position. In this
Special Issue, we first want to highlight and demonstrate—
once again and again if necessary—how valuable
molecules issued from insects and arthropods venoms can
be for new drug candidate discovery. Since insects and
arthropods account for most species of eukaryotic life on
Earth, it seems obvious to expect that the richness of their
venom arsenal is far from being completely explored.
Second, this Special Issue aims to promote innovative
results from research conducted on “noncommon” species
focusing on the venom role in species adaptation. We
therefore expect authors to share complete and exciting
evidence of valuable action of discovered or optimized
molecules.
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Editor-in-Chief
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Life (ISSN 2075-1729) is an international, peer-reviewed
open access journal that publishes scientific studies
related to fundamental themes in life sciences. Some
papers are published individually, while others are
submitted for inclusion in special issues with guest editors.
You are invited to contribute a research article, essay, or a
review to be considered for publication.
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